
Track and Trace Compliance 

New Requirements, Challenges, Paybacks & Solutions
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Strong antidotal evidence suggests your traceability 
system is NOT a qualified traceability system

“It is not what you don't know. that hurts you,. it is what 
you think you know,. that just ain't so.” 

-Satchel Paige 
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A  “perfect storm” of requirements for traceability

 Regulatory
 The FDA 306 Bioterrorism Act of 2002 (effective 05) requires 

traceability etc.
 Food Safety Enhancement Act of 2009 expands significantly 

expands the scope and  fines  
 Food Safety Modernization Act

 Commercial
 GFSI , ISO 22000 and related requirements 

 Trade Industries
 After numerous food recalls, and associated market collapses,  the 

food industries position has evolved from opposing to demanding 
new traceability requirements. 

 Insurance 
 Insurance companies, etc have joined the fray  pushing for better 

food safety , which includes traceability
 Food safety confidence of the public < 10%
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Real world factors behind traceability  requirements 

 Opportunities of “ordinary” failure are higher
 Ingredient count explosion and many common products have over 

50 ingredients 
 Supply chain is larger and longer and  many ingredients have 

travelled far and  been handled by 10 or more business entities

 Terrorism risks (food safety vs food security)

 Without traceability : 
 one producer can hurt an industry
 one bad producer can hurt an unrelated industry

 The realization that old ideas of food safety are flawed
 “Recall it all” , in most cases, is not the safest approach

……and it is almost never the best for the company or industry
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How do we define “Traceability”

Through the Looking Glass , Chapter IV, Lewis Carroll

When I use a word,’ Humpty Dumpty said, in a rather scornful 
tone, ‘it means just what I choose it to mean, neither more 
nor less.’

‘The question is,’ said Alice, ‘whether you can make words 
mean so many different things.’

‘The question is,’ said Humpty Dumpty, ‘which is to be master 

– that’s all’ 
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The difference between a 
“traceability system” and a “qualified
traceability system” may not only be 

the difference between selling 
product or not -

*Food Safety Enhancement Act of 2009    sec 134, 135

but now be the difference between 
10 years in jail and $500,000 per 

violation*
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What is “Qualified Traceability” ?

For our purposes , let’s start with what 
the FDA calls traceability under 
EXISTING law.

Later we will move on to include some 
additional requirements
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Existing FDA Traceability Requirements– Our Top 10 Pick

ALL LOT TRACES, ETC, MUST BE CONCLUDED WITH IN 24 HOURS OF 
NOTIFICATION AND MAY INVOLVE SHIPMENTS OF UP TO TWO YEARS IN THE 
PAST. 

 1) Even if the supplier does NOT list the lot number the receiver is required to 
go to the supplier to get it. - If your supplier does not provide their item-lot 
details via other means, such as Mobia does, you are required to take the 
pallets apart to collect it.

 2) You must be able to trace from the supplier's lot /manufacturing date, and 
the specific carrier and delivery date for said items/lots, to the exact finished 
goods and lots made from them. (A supplier's lot 'A' sent on Monday went thru a 
different delivery chain than the same lot 'A' you received on Tuesday)

 3) You must be able to track exactly which finished goods and lots were 
delivered to each customer and via which carrier 

 4) Any generated traceability lists must ONLY include actually lots and 
finished goods involved , NOT time based approximations general "kill'em all 
and let God seperate'em out" lists 
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Existing FDA Traceability Requirements– Our Top 10 Pick

 5) Must record the container type of incoming material (Must be 400 16 oz 
bottles vs. just 400 lbs) and packaging material that contacts the food must also 
be tracked at the lot level

 6) Have physical address for all carriers, suppliers, and customers

 7) Even if you NEVER touch the food but it runs through your books, you will 
need to collect the lot data, etc

 8) If you don’t own both a) the stores you are delivering to and b) the 
trucks that are doing the deliveries, you must know EXACTLY which lots were 
delivered to whom by which carrier and when.

 9) Inventory moved between legally distinct organizations must be tracked at 
a detailed level, even if the business is managed as a single organization.

 10) Virtually all incoming and outgoing samples need to be tracked.
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Even if you were one of the few who meet current mins…

Will Rogers

Even if you're on the right 
track, you'll get run over if 
you just sit there.
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News

 Food Safety Enhancement Act of 2009  HR2749  
(Passed House 2-to-1 majority, in Senate)

 Allows the FDA to require ELECTRONIC traceability, REQUIRES full pedigree 
of product (Sec 107.c)

 Creates severe criminal and civil penalties, including prison terms of up to 10 
years and/or fines of up to $500,000 for each violation for individuals. (sec 134, 
135)

 Government cost of a recall can be passed on to the business that created the 
recall so size of the recall matters more. (Sec 108)

 Traceability exemption for Farms is now only if the farm owner sells directly to 
the consumer or a restaurant. (Sec 107.4)

 The general exclusion of farms and restaurants from the traceability 
requirements has been removed (sec 106.c)

 Allows inspection of records , and validation of qualified traceability at any time 
(Sec 107.a)

http://www.govtrack.us/congress/billtext.xpd?bill=h111-2749�
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So how are you suppose to meet these 
unfunded mandates?
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Fortunately, there are a  number of quantifiable paybacks 
associated with traceability and new technologies and 

approaches have dramatically reduced the cost of inventory 
&  production managements systems that include :

“any point to every point traceability”. 
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New web based inventory, production & traceability solutions

Mobia, and solutions like it, leverage the power of the 
Internet to provide businesses of virtually any size with the 
same basic inventory and production management and 
traceability solutions that has successfully been helping to 
keep the industry giants - profitable, safe, and legal for 
over a decade. 

Good web based solutions are  flexible, extendible, 
configurable for virtually any language, with the ability to 
interface easily to other systems  …. and are relatively cheap.
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Solutions can provide a wealth of benefits …on a budget 

 Inventory Control
 Warehouse management  
 Distribution

 Manufacturing management
 Coordinate raw ingredients in, finished goods out
 Tank & Blend management
 Record and limited production management 

 Laboratory Information Management (LIMS)

 Customer / Vendor shipment communications 

 Bar-coding and RFID

 Traceability , Genealogy, Recall
 “from any point to every point traceability”
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Value Proposition of Web Based Solutions

Whether using as a SaaS  (Software as a Service)  solution or self hosted, these 
complete web based solutions can be installed for as little as $2000 with a 
monthly subscription fee of $125 a month.   

You don’t need mainframes or server farms,  major investments, no additional 
technical staff, or long schedules and delays , no long term commitments, 
virtually no risk and no geographical limitations. 
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Quantitative Cost Benefits of Traceability

 New & existing markets and sales
 Increased sales
 Lower cost of sales

 Improved product reputation allows higher margins
 Lower costs of mock recalls
 Lower cost, scope, size,  and frequency of actual recalls
 Lower charge-backs from government for recalls
 Reduced insurance coverage
 Reduced inventory (increased traceability assures 

increased accuracy)
 Reduced spoilage (lot control provided built in FIFO control)
 Opportunity for improved quality and yields at a lower cost
 Avoid fines
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In Summary…..
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The new Reality for Traceability is

 There are DEFINITE requirements for traceability 
and most companies “general” definitions are 
insufficient

 Legal and commercial penalties are severe and  
much more likely to be enforced than in the past

 Traceability does have quantifiable cash benefits

 You are not really stuck. New web based products, 
such as Mobia, make the “million dollar” solutions 
previously available only to large companies , 
available to companies of any size
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Operations Technologies

Dave Miller

davemiller@operationstech.com

864-288-7970 ext 711
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